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Updated March 13, 2018 By Chris Deziel Cen-Tech produces a number of different multi-digital watches, but you don't need individual instructions for each machine. If you know how to use the cheap 98025 seven-function model, you can use all the others. The seven functions refer to the model's ability to measure AC and DC voltage,
current and voltage, and the ability to test fads, ordnance and batteries. Note the main select wheel on the front of the meter. Use this wheel to choose the function you need and the sensitivity of the measurement you will take. You'll notice three jack inputs arranged in a vertical line at the bottom right. They are marked - top to bottom -
10ADC, VΩmA and COM. Watches come with a pair of leads, a black and a red one, which matches the jacks. On the left side, you will see a multipin/hFE jack in order to test the ordn handa forward. You'll also see the Toggle button. To measure ac voltage, rotate the selecter to point to 750 in the AC voltage (ACV) section at the top.
Plug the red lead into the VΩmA-marked jack and lead black into the com-marked jack. If it is less than 250 volts, rotate the selecter to install 250 in the AC voltage section for more accurate reading. To measure the DC voltage, leave the red lead in the VΩmA-marked jack and black lead in the JACK marked COM and rotate the wheel
countercry clockwise to install 1000 in the DC voltage (DCV) section. Let's read by touching the lead to the exposed circuit wire. If the index is less than 200, move the wheel to that setting. If the reading is less than 20, move the wheel to that setting. Continue to rotate the wheel as needed, all the way to 200 mV if necessary, to get the
most accurate reading. For current measurements, convert the red lead to the 10 ADC jack and leave a black one in the COM jack. Rotate the wheel to the 10 amp (10A) area, make sure the watch is on, touch the head leading to the exposed circuit wires and note the reading. If it is below 0.2 amps, turn off the meter, place the red lead
on the VmA jack, and rotate the wheel counterclining the clockwise to the 220m setting in the DC amp (DCA) area. Turn on the clock and read again. Continue rotating the wheel countercry clockwise - all the way to 200 μ if necessary - to increase the accuracy of the reading. When you measure the voltage, the unit provides a small
current, so there must be no other current source. Check the circuit with voltage function to make sure the meter reads 0. Insert red lead into the VΩmA jack and black lead in COM. Turn on the multi-meter and move the selecter to position 200 in the ohm (Ω) area. Before you take the measurement, tap the leads together and make sure
the clock reads 0, which says is that there is no resistance between the leads. Touching leads to exposed circuit wires and note the reading. If the index is 1, rotate the wheel one position countercry and try again. Keep turning the wheel - all the way to 2000k if necessary - until you get another reading other than 1. You can use the
resistance function to check the continuity. Place the wheel on the 2000k position in the ohm section and measure the circuit as you want for resistance. If the reading is 1, the circuit will open. Any other reading indicates a closed circuit. You can use the meter to check the voltage drop on a diode so that you can compare it to the
specifications of the diode and determine if it is still good. Rotate the wheel to the faded part, located at the position of 6 hours next to the lowest setting in the ohm section. Insert red lead into VΩmA jack and black lead into COM. Turn on the meter. Touch the red lead to one terminal of the diode and lead the black to the other and note
the reading, which is displayed in millivolts. If the meing is 1, reverse the lead and try again. You can test 9V, D-cell, C-cell, AA and AAA batteries with this watch. Rotate the wheel to the battery at the top of the menu to the right of the ACV section. Place the red lead in the VΩmA Jack and the other lead into the COM jack and turn on the
meter. Touching the red connector leads to a positive terminal of the battery and black leads to a negative terminal and note the reading. Do not test 6V or 12V car batteries with this function. Use the voltmeter instead. To test the ording, rotate the wheel to hFE settings, to the right of the fad setting. Plug the ball in the multi-pin NPN/PNP
jack. To get the proper orientation, you may have to refer to the manual of the seller. Turn on the meter, note the reading and compare it to the specifications for that ordnimeter. Warning Never touch the contact metal head with your finger when measuring. Turn off the multi-clock before switching functions. Do not use this watch to check
voltage on circuits higher than 750V AC or 1,000V DC. Do not check the current on circuits higher than 200 mA. About author Chris Deziel with a Bachelor's degree in Physics and a Master's degree in Humanities, he taught science, mathematics and English at the university level, both in his native Canada and Japan. His works include
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